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C A RUSSELL

One Hundred Years Ago

The settled conditions experienced in the principal Alpine regions during 
the first week of January 1914 enabled the Italian brothers Angelo and 

Romano Calegari, accompanied by G Scotti, to complete a successful 
expedition on New Year’s Day. Climbing on foot from a bivouac above the 
Simplon Pass they made the first winter ascent of the Fletschhorn, reaching 
the summit by way of the Fletschjoch and descending the same route by 
moonlight. In the following month Marcel Kurz and the guide Théophile 
Theytaz completed the first winter and ski ascents of the Zinalrothorn and 
Grand Cornier.

The spring and early summer were notable for the heavy snowfalls 
which delayed the start of the climbing season for some weeks; R W Lloyd, 
who completed a route on the Liskamm at the end of July, found ‘more 
snow everywhere than can be remembered’. Although conditions on many 
high peaks were unfavourable several strong parties were in the field. In 
July Geoffrey Winthrop Young, accompanied as in previous years by Josef 
Knubel, joined forces with Siegfried Herford and the guide Hans Brant-
schen to complete the first ascent of a famous route in the Bernese Alps: the 
south-west, Rote Zähne ridge of the Gspaltenhorn. Moving to Zermatt the 
party traversed the Matterhorn after ascending the north-west, Zmutt ridge, 
with Herford making only his second big Alpine climb. In the Mont Blanc 
range V J E Ryan returned to the Chamonix Aiguilles with Franz and Josef 
Lochmatter, completing a number of notable expeditions including a new 
route to the south peak of the Aiguille de Blaitière.

Later in the year, in October, an Italian party led by Franco Grottanelli 
completed the first guideless ascent of the steep north-east face of Monte 
Viso, following the route established by W A B Coolidge and his guides 
who had made the first ascent.

During the summer the first section of the Furka-Oberalp railway from 
Brig to Gletsch was completed, the original tunnel below the Furka Pass 
being then still under construction.

The Furka Railway was formally opened at Brig with a curious ceremony 
of blessing of the line, and sprinkling the locomotive with holy water. This was 
performed by the Dean of Brig in the unavoidable absence of the Bishop of Sion. 
There were great rejoicings all along the line as far as Gletsch.

In the Caucasus exploration was continued by several guideless parties 
and many new routes were completed. In July Harold Raeburn returned to 
the Adai Khokh region where his party was joined by Rembert Martinson, 

the young Russian climber who as in the previous year acted as interpreter. 
Although the weather was unsettled Raeburn and his companions ascended 
several unclimbed peaks including Karagom East (4513m) and Vologata 
(4175m) before moving west to make the first ascent of Laboda (4320m). 
The Swiss climbers Carl Egger and Guido Miescher completed a number 
of successful expeditions including the first ascent of Jailik (4533m) in the 
Adyrsu region in addition to reaching the west, higher summit (5633m) 
of Elbrus. A Russian party led by M S Golubev was also active, climbing 
peaks in the Adyrsu and Elbrus regions.

In August, on learning of the outbreak of hostilities Martinson left 
Raeburn and his companions who, like the Swiss party, managed with diffi-
culty to return to their home country. Other foreign mountaineers climbing 
in the range were less fortunate: Walter Fischer and Oscar Schuster, who 
made the first ascent of Dombai Ulgen (4040m) to the west of Elbrus, were 
arrested and interned.

Further afield the principal undertaking during the year was the expedi-
tion led by Filippo De Filippi to carry out scientific research and explo-
ration at the eastern end of the Karakoram – an area which was largely 
unknown at that time. The expedition, which had been planned in great 
detail, was supported by the Italian and Indian governments and by 
numerous scientific bodies.

Siegfried Herford on the Great Flake, Central Buttress, Scafell, April 1914. 
(George Sansom, FRCC Archive)
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After spending the winter at Skardu with a number of scientists and 
the Courmayeur guide Joseph Petigax, De Filippi was joined at Leh by 
a detachment from the Survey of India. From a base on the Depsang 
plateau the survey party triangulated the whole of the Rimo glacier system 
and fixed the heights of neighbouring peaks in addition to exploring and 
mapping the area between the Rimo glacier and the Karakoram Pass.

Following this exploration De Filippi was able to determine the true 
position of the eastern watershed of the range and to confirm the Rimo 
glacier and its northern branch as the source of two important rivers 
flowing in opposite directions: the Shyok to the Indus in the south and the 
Yarkand to the north into Asia. Important scientific data and a comprehen-
sive photographic record resulted from the work of the expedition and later 
in the year De Filippi was able to explore to the north as far as Kashgar 
before returning to Europe.

During the summer Dr Alexander Kellas returned to Garhwal to pursue 
his scientific work in connection with the use of oxygen at high altitude 
and to continue his exploration of the approaches to Kamet (7756m). 
This expedition was cut short in August when Kellas returned home after 
learning of the outbreak of war.

In South Africa climbing standards were raised following a number of 
notable ascents on Table Mountain (1087m) by members of the Mountain 
Club. During the year parties led by W T Cobern established Africa Face, 
Erica Buttress and other difficult routes.

In New Zealand Conrad Kain of Mount Robson fame commenced 
his first season in the Southern Alps after being engaged to accompany 
the Canadian climber Otto Frind. In addition to traversing Mount Cook 
(3764m) and opening a new route on Mount Sefton (3159m) they made the 
first ascents of Mount Bannie (2547m), Mount Maunga Ma (2486m) and 
other unclimbed peaks. Kain then returned to Canada where in August, 
with Albert and Elizabeth MacCarthy he made the first ascent of Mount 
Farnham (3468m), the highest peak in the Purcell range.

At home in April a famous climb was completed in the Lake District 
when a party led by Siegfried Herford and George Sansom made the first 
ascent of the Central Buttress route on Scafell – an outstanding achievement 
for the period.

In December the death occurred of the great guide Melchior Anderegg. 
The companion and friend of Leslie Stephen, members of the Walker 
family and other Alpine pioneers, he had taken part in many notable expe-
ditions including the first ascent of the Brenva face on Mont Blanc.

By the end of the year the war, which it had been hoped would be over 
before Christmas, had already claimed the life of one Alpine Club member, 
J B Corry, and left two other members, L C F Oppenheim and E L Strutt 
severely wounded. At the Annual General Meeting in December the Presi-
dent, Lord Justice Pickford, announced that the Winter Dinner would not 
be held owing to the ‘circumstances which I am sure we all hope may never 
again exist as long as the Club shall last’.


